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all bolts, pins, and screws shown actual size

Inexpensive, unplated #8-32 flat head tang bolt, fully threaded.
#Bolt-T-8-S
standard tang bolt, #8-32
only $1.00
Inexpensive, unplated #10-32 flat head tang bolt, fully threaded.
#Bolt-T-10-S
standard tang bolt, #10-32
only $1.00
Fancy unplated #8-32 or 10-32 flat 5/16” head tang bolt.
#Bolt-T-8-F-S
fancy tang bolt, #8-32
only $1.50
#Bolt-T-10-F-S
fancy tang bolt, #10-32
only $1.50
Fancy unplated #8-32 or #10-32 flat 3/8” head tang bolt.
#Bolt-T-8-F-L
fancy tang bolt, #8-32
only $1.50
#Bolt-T-10-F-L
fancy tang bolt, #10-32
only $1.50
Fancy unplated #8-32, 5/16” oval domed head tang bolt.
#Bolt-T-8-OS
fancy tang bolt, #8-32
only $1.99
Tang Bolt, #10-32 thread, 5/16” diameter head, 1-3/4” length.
#Bolt-T-10-H
Standard tang bolt, #10-32
only $1.29
Fancy unplated #10-32, 5/16” oval domed head tang bolt.
#Bolt-T-10-OS
fancy tang bolt, #10-32
only $1.99

Inexpensive, unplated #10-32 filister head bolt, fully threaded.
#Bolt-L-10-S
standard lock bolt, #10-32
only $ .75
Inexpensive, unplated #8-32 dome head lock bolt, fully threaded.
#Bolt-L-8-D
dome head bolt, #8-32
only $ .75
Inexpensive, unplated #10-32 dome head bolt, fully threaded.
#Bolt-L-10-D
dome head bolt, #10-32
only $ .75

An unthreaded, unplated blank for #8-32 or #10-32 with slotted
oval head.
#Bolt-T-8-B
tang bolt blank, #8
only $1.50
#Bolt-T-10-B
tang bolt blank, #10
only $1.50

Charleville 1777 lock bolt, threaded 6-1mm for French musket.
#Bolt-L-1777
Charleville lock bolt, 6-1mm
only $2.99
Large domed head bolt for with extra length for early muskets.
#Bolt-L-8-TG
large domed head, #8-32
only $3.99

Unplated #10-32 dome head bolt, fully threaded, 3” long.
#Bolt-L-10-D3
dome head bolt, #10-32
only $ .75
Large flat domed lock bolt, used on military muskets.
#Bolt-L-10-USL domed extra long bolt, #10-32
only $3.99
An expensive, unplated #8-32 lock bolt with fancy rimmed head.
#Bolt-L-8-DX
deluxe lock bolt, #8-32
only $2.99
An expensive, unplated #10-32 lock bolt with fancy head.
#Bolt-L-10-DX
deluxe lock bolt, #10-32
only $2.99
Fancy #8-32 lock bolt, with 3/8” cylindrical head for fine rifles.
#Bolt-L-8-F
fancy lock bolt, #8-32
only $1.59
Fancy #10-32 lock bolt, with 3/8” cylindrical head for #10-32.
#Bolt-L-10-F
fancy lock bolt, #10-32
only $1.59
Fancy #6-32 lock bolt, with 3/8” cylindrical head for #10-32.
#Bolt-L-6-F
fancy lock bolt, #6-32
only $2.99
Unthreaded lock bolt blank, to thread #8-32. Fancy 3/8” head.
#Bolt-L-8-B
lock bolt blank for #8
only $2.49
Unthreaded lock bolt blank, to thread #10-32. Fancy 3/8” head.
#Bolt-L-10-B
lock bolt blank for #10
only $2.49

Fancy unplated #8-32, 3/8” oval domed head tang bolt.
#Bolt-T-8-OL
fancy tang bolt, #8-32
only $1.99
Fancy unplated #10-32, 3/8” oval domed head tang bolt.
#Bolt-T-10-OL
fancy tang bolt, #10-32
only $1.99

U. S. Model 1803 Harper’s Ferry lock bolt, #8-32, 1/2” dia.
flat head.
#Bolt-L-1803
large flat head, #8-32
only $2.99

Tulle fusil lock bolt, threaded 8-32 with 1/2” dia. domed head.
#Bolt-L-8-R
large round head, #8-32
only $2.99

First Model Brown Bess, 10-32, extra length for early muskets.
#Bolt-Bess-46
large head, #10-32
only $2.99

First Model Brown Bess, blank, extra length for early muskets.
A tang bolt for musket size guns, 5-.8mm for the Brown Bess.
#Bolt-T-12-M musket tang bolt, metric, 5-.8mm
only $2.50

#Bolt-Bess-46-B

Inexpensive, unplated #8-32 filister head bolt, fully threaded.
#Bolt-L-8-S
standard lock bolt, #8-32
only $ .75

2nd Model Brown Bess lock bolt, 6-1mm for GRICE - 1763 lock.
#Bolt-L-12-M
Grice lock bolt, 6-1mm
only $2.99

large head, #10 blank

191

only $2.99

An exact copy of the lock bolt from the Parker Brothers
breechloading hammer double shotgun, this bolt is threaded
to fit the original antique 8-36 thread, with .235” diameter .100”
thick head, about 1.470” length. This bolt fits the Parker Bros.
No. 3 action, and we have tested it in 12 gauge and 10 gauge
guns with success.
#Bolt-L-8-36-Parker-3 lock bolt, 8-36 antique thread only $9.99

Fancy tumbler or hammer screws, in three thread sizes.
#Screw-5-40-TX
hammer screw, #5-40 thread only $2.50
#Screw-6-40-TX
hammer screw, #6-40 thread only $2.50
#Screw-8-32-TX
hammer screw, #8-32 thread only $2.50

Use our 3/32” pins for barrel lugs, rod pipes, and triggerguards.
#Pin-3/32
steel 3/32” dowel pin
only $ .50

Solid Brass Pin Stock, 6” length............ #Pin-1/16” or 3/32”-B
Brass pin stock may be used to secure rod pipes and barrel lugs
to the gun stock. We prefer to use 3/32” steel dowel pins for pinning
the barrel, trigger and pipes. Brass pins are useful in knife building.
#Pin-1/16-B brass pin, 1/16” diameter, 6” length
only $ .99
#Pin-3/32-B brass pin, 3/32” diameter, 6” length
only $ .99

Solid brass cutler’s pins for attaching knife handles, hinges or any
other pin application. Pins are 2” long by 1/8” diameter. Pack of 10.
#Pin-18-B
cutler’s pins, pack of 10
only $2.90

